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Lightning Protection
Bob Voss, N4CD
(continued from April issue)
If you want to protect your rotor, you don't want a lightning strike coming down the mast, and directly THROUGH
the rotor. You should have a good solid flexible ground strap AROUND the rotor from the mast to the platform on
which the rotor sits. Put it on the other side (180deg spacing) from the feedline so they don't tangle as it rotates
around.
Next.....you have to provide the same lightning protection to the rotor cable conductors. The top of the tower is
200,000 v above ground. The rotor case is at the same voltage. The rotor cables are at the same voltage. You've got
voltage spikes headed toward your rotor control box, looking for a way to 'get to ground'. (usually through the rotor
transformer to the a/c line).
One way to address his is to use GE MOV type devices at the base of the tower. Put in a small box with terminal
strips or use plugs/sockets. There a couple bucks each, or even cheaper at a hamfest. Billions are made to put into
those 'power strips' for computers.
Even better – bring the rotor cable down, put a few small diameter turns in it(coil up a bit of it), then bring it up into
the box with the terminal strips. Lightning hates inductance and hates going 'back uphill'. Ground the box and one
side of the GE-MOV protectors to the tower.
Here's a quick video on it:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiBXN82vzNQ
At the top of the tower, have a few feet of mast above the antenna. You'd rather a nice steel mast take the hit rather than some point beyond the trap of the antenna – which might zap the trap on it's way to ground.
Bonding at the base of the structure and the point of entry to the building
reduces the amount of energy which is allowed to enter the building.
OK...so we have reduced the voltage/current we can reduce by TWO orders of magnitude by grounding at the base
of the tower on the feedline. No ground on the coax shield? You invite the full voltage and a good chunk of the current into your shack.
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MAY PROGRAM

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
Dick Jernigan (W7DXJ) will be presenting a program based on a video created by Bob Doherty (K1VV) and Don Tanguary (N1DT). You
will see just how amateurs throughout the nation hone their skills in
the Simulated Emergency Test (SET). See how a routine SET operation unfolded in eastern Massachusetts….and how it became a real
emergency when a gas leak was discovered.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The National Institutes of Health has just released the results of a $200 million research study completed under a grant to John Hopkins. The new study has found that women who carry a little extra
weight live longer than the men who mention it.
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(continued from page 1)
Now, we still have a bunch of voltage/current in the 'spike' headed to your shack. It's not zero, and it could be thousands of volts.
Ground ain't quite ground. Remember, your tower ground might be a few ohms. The lightning is going to split – most of the current will head to “ground” at the base of the tower. Some will follow the shield on your coax straight to the house. The base of
the tower still might be 10,000 v above ground instantaneously. That's better than 200,000v.
If you have a few feet of extra feed line, coil it. Remember, it's all about inductance.
So what do we do next? Yep, we ground the feedline at the ENTRY point to the house. Let's say we can now reduce that voltage/
current spike by giving that lighting a LOWER inductance path to ground with a ground system (ground rod) outside the house.
Maybe another times 10 reduction?
What else can we do? If you run the coax underground to the house....the lightning spikes don't like that. Higher inductance – less
voltage spike produced! If you put a loop in the coax as it leaves the tower....more inductance....less 'voltage spike' produced
headed toward the house. Lightning hates INDUCTANCE. Same where it enters the
house AFTER you ground it. Lightning also hates to go up again.
OK...now we have given the lightning paths to ground – at the base of the tower – and before it enters your house. Another
ground rod where it comes into the house. What else can we do? There are some really simple steps you probably never thought
of. These some from Kenny Guthrie, GE's “lightning guru' for 30 years.
Remember, lightning is going to take the easiest path to ground. If you don't have your rig in use – don't have the feedline connected, but grounded instead. Some coax selection switches have a 'ground' position. That only works, of course, if you have a
ground connected to it! Or you can disconnect the cable before it gets to the equipment, and hopefully connect it to ground –
otherwise sparks may be flying off the end.
If your tower gets hit.....you're probably also going to see 'induced spikes' on the power line, or maybe you are going to get the hit
ON the power line, which comes through your entrance box into your ham shack – and sees that lovely ground you have attached.
to your ham radio! Wow! Paths to ground, right through the power transformer of your ham rig (instant death). Not good. If that
coax is connected, you got ground paths.
Heck, if the only ground you have on your rig is that of the antenna.....up the feedline and down the tower.....well, that's one path
to ground. If you have above ground power line – there's a chance of a power line 'surge' or spike.
Can we reduce that? Yep, you can buy a 'whole house' protector for about $50 and wire it across the service entrance. If you lose
appliances regularly due to lightning strikes, you might want to invest in one. They go right at the service entrance on the house
side of the main breaker. Also check you still have a ground rod connected to your power entrance box. After 20-30 years they
can corrode away, leaving you with no ground.
We want to give the lightning the best path to ground.....

You probably didn’t know this but Lyle and
Dick went to the same grade school back
in the day. Thought you all might want to
see this picture of Lyle (K7YQ) and Dick
(W7DXJ) from their grade school days
when they first discovered their interest in
ham radio. Wonder if those rigs worked
anyone? Maybe they still use them?
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LBARA Brings Back Fox Hunting to Lake Havasu City
On April 26th LBARA members brought back Fox Hunting to the Club.
Two teams spent a pleasant Saturday hunting the fox (Dick Jernigan,
W7DXJ). It took a little over an hour for the winning team, Reiner Schick
(KD5MBA) and Carl Schiller (W7CRL) to find the fox. Second place
were Tom Hutter (K7TJH) and Jerry France (K7LY)….what do you mean
there were only two teams….they were still 2nd place! They have an excuse though. Their attenuator shot craps...at least that’s what they told everyone. And..the brunch afterwards was great!
It is hoped that we will resume fox hunting come this fall. Get yourself
ready and join the fun. It’s a skill all club members should have. All you
really need is a 2m handheld, some sort of directional antenna, and the desire to have fun.

Reiner Gets A New Antenna
Reiner Schick (KD5MBA) held an antenna party in April to erect his new
Stepper IR beam. Assisting him were Dick Jernigan (W7DXJ), Carl
Schiller (W7CRL), Jerry France (K7LY) and Tom Hutter (K7TJH).
Reiner states the new beam works great and has opened a whole new
world of DX for him.

Paraprosdokians………. are figures of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or phrase is surprising
or unexpected and is frequently humorous:



In filling out an application, where it says, "In case of emergency, notify..." I answered "a doctor."



Women will never be equal to men until they can walk down the street with a bald head and a beer gut, and still think
they are sexy.



You do not need a parachute to skydive. You only need a parachute to skydive twice.



I used to be indecisive, but now I'm not so sure.



You're never too old to learn something stupid.



I'm supposed to respect my elders, but it's getting harder and harder for me to find one now.
(for more….see page 5)
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Where there's a will, I want to be in it.



Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear them speak.



The last thing I want to do is hurt you ... but it's still on my list.



Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear them speak.



If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.



We never really grow up -- we only learn how to act in public.



War does not determine who is right, only who is left.



I used to be indecisive, but now I'm not so sure.
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FOR SALE
102 Inch CB Antenna

Cushcraft ARX405 Vertical

Wagan AC Inverter 12vdc to 110 ac

4 inch GE Speaker

If Interested or questions, call Ed Gillespie
(AB7EM )at 453.7412 or paradice@frontier.com

Uniden 2m mag mount antenna

KAM Plus TNC

Road Alert 10 - Fully Automatic Radar Detector

Upcoming Activities and Hamfests
Williams Hamfest and Arizona State Convention, July 18-19
ARRL FIELD DAY, June 28-29, 2014

Are you looking to upgrade your license?
Give our VE Exam Team a call.
See Ed Gillespie, AB7EM at #453.7412
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FOR SALE
______________________________________________________________________________________
811H Amplifier (includes 572 and 2 sets of 811 tubes) - $650

MFJ 989D Tuner (Versa Tuner V) $250

Yaesu FT-530 Handheld $75

Alpha Delta DX-EE Antenna $60

Kenwood TH22AT Handheld $30

Hustler HUS-GT -144 (w/manual) $100

For more information or to make offers please contact:
Jackson Longaker (KF7MJC), 764.3052 or <jecookie@frontiernet.net>
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FROM THE EDITOR
If you have anything you would like to see included in
these issues, please let me know. I’m always looking for
articles, news items, construction articles, or anything
that might be of interest to our readers. You can contact
me at 928.855.7941 or email at grf@npgcable.com.
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L.B.A.R.A
P.O. BOX 984
LAKE HAVASU CITY
ARIZONA 86405

ATTENTION READERS
Please note that this issue represents a “work-in-progress”
and there are a number of changes to be made in subsequent issues. I would greatly appreciate your comments,
both good and bad, as well as any suggestions for future
issues. This issue also begins our first attempt to deliver
the STATIC to your doorstep electronically. Please keep
me abreast of any email address changes you may have and
I promise to have this delivered promptly and accurately.
Also, I still have a number of articles awaiting publication
and will do so in the future. This is your newsletter, so
keep the articles, letters, and pictures coming. I can be
reached at home (855.7941) or via email at
grf@npgcable.com .
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EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
EDITOR’S NOTE : List your items for sale
here. Ham radio related only, please. Include a
picture if you like (please use a jpg format).
Email all to me at grf@npgcable.com) along
with your name and phone number.

